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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel precoded non-
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (NOFDM) with sub-
carrier index modulation (SIM) to increase spectral efficiency
for multicarrier systems. The proposed NOFDM-SIM scheme
is constituted by a filterbank multicarrier system under reduced
subcarrier spacing, where precoded index modulated symbols are
mapped onto the subcarriers. The detrimental effects of inter-
carrier interference (ICI) resulting from the non-orthogonality
between subcarriers are efficiently mitigated with the aid of
eigenvalue-decomposition-based precoding. Our simulation re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed precoded NOFDM-SIM
system exhibits a similar peak-to-average power ratio to OFDM
and OFDM-SIM counterparts while achieving the bit error ratio
limit of zero-ICI OFDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [1]
is a multicarrier transmission technique, widely employed in
diverse industry standards, such as digital audio broadcast-
ing, digital video broadcast, asymmetric digital subscriber
line, powerline communications, 4G/5G mobile communica-
tion, IEEE802.11 series. A key advantage of OFDM driv-
ing its widespread use is its ability to convert a broadband
dispersive channel into multiple narrowband frequency-flat
subchannels. However, the maximum spectral efficiency of
OFDM is achievable when TF=1, where T is symbol in-
terval and F is subcarrier spacing [2]. Since Gabor’s theory
requires TF>1 for time-frequency localization, the spectral
efficiency of OFDM is compromised. Furthermore, OFDM
suffers from high out-of-band (OOB) emissions. To combat
the above-mentioned limitations of OFDM, several class of
non-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (NOFDM),
including the filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) [3], generalized
FDM (GFDM) [4], universal filtered multicarrier (UFMC) [5],
spectrally-efficient FDM (SEFDM) [6], have been developed.
In FBMC, by filtering each subcarrier using narrowband
orthogonal shaping filters, the spreading of side-lobes, i.e.,
OOB emission, is reduced. Furthermore, owing to its lower
sensitivity to carrier frequency offset relative to OFDM, the
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FBMC system typically performs better than OFDM in a
high-mobility scenario. UFMC offers an intermediate choice
between OFDM and FBMC, where in UFMC, each clustered
set of subcarriers is filtered, which allows a shorter filter
length than in FBMC. In SEFDM, subcarrier spacing in the
frequency domain is set lower than that of OFDM to improve
spectral efficiency. This benefit is achieved at the cost of
detrimental inter-channel interference (ICI) effects in order
to combat this limitation, the zero-forcing precoding [7] and
the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD)-precoded diagonaliza-
tion [8], [9] were developed. Also, in [8], [9], optimal power
allocation employing the amplification factors formulated as
the inverses of the eigenvalues was presented. Moreover, EVD-
based SEFDM was extended to that supporting physical-layer
security transmission [10].

Index modulation (IM) [11] is a modulation technique that
conveys information by activating subset indices of available
slots in the space [12], [13], time [14], and frequency do-
mains [15]. Specifically, a subset of available resource slots are
activated for symbol transmission, while a part of the informa-
tion bits is modulated using the subset activation pattern, and
the rest is modulated onto conventional amplitude and phase-
shift keying (APSK) symbol. Additionally, IM supporting
combinations of multiple resource domains, such as space-
time domain [16], [17] and space-time-frequency domains
[18], have been developed. More recently, in [19], the SEFDM
with SIM (SEFDM-SIM) scheme was first studied without
employing any precoding, and the minimum mean-square
error (MMSE)-based linear receiver was developed. Also,
joint channel estimation and equalization technique was de-
veloped for SEFDM-SIM [20]. Furthermore, the time-domain
counterpart of SEFDM-SIM was independently developed as
faster-than-Nyquist (FTN)-IM [21]–[23]. To the best of our
knowledge, the conventional SEFDM-SIM scheme has not
been implemented with any sophisticated precoding as well
as power allocation.

Against the above background, the novel contribution of this
paper is as follows. We propose a novel precoded NOFDM-
SIM scheme to enhance spectral efficiency exploiting the
combined benefits of reduced subcarrier spacing of SEFDM
while introducing the concept of SIM. More specifically, EVD-
based precoding is employed to eliminate the effects of ICI
imposed by the non-orthogonality of subcarriers. We present
the bit-error ratio (BER) and peak-to-average power ratio



(PAPR) performance of the proposed scheme for a channel-
uncoded scenario.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes our proposed scheme, and Section III presents the
performance analysis of the proposed scheme. Finally, Section
IV concludes the present paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL OF PROPOSED SCHEME

Let us consider a precoded NOFDM-SIM scheme operating
over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The
block diagram of our transceiver is shown in Fig. 1. In the
following subsections, we expound on the features of each
block.

A. Frequency-Domain Index Modulation

Information bits are modulated onto N subcarriers, which
are divided into L clusters, each containing M subcarriers.
Thus, we have the relationship of N = LM . As shown in
Fig. 1, the subcarrier spacing is set to F = τF0 (0 ≤ τ < 1)
where F0 = 1/T0 and T0 denote the subcarrier spacing and
the symbol duration of OFDM, respectively. We assume that
B information bits modulated onto each cluster, hence having
a total of LB information bits per frame. For the lth cluster,
B information bits are divided into two groups, B1 and B2,
where we have B = B1 + B2. The first B1 bits are used
to activate an index activation pattern of subcarriers, which
corresponds to SIM. For example, if K out of M subcarriers
are activated in a given cluster, then B1 =

⌊
log2

(
M
K

)⌋
bits

are modulated using based on the SIM principle. Since M −
K subcarriers are deactivated, the symbols modulated on the
active subcarriers are scaled by a factor

√
M/K to maintain

the same transmit power. The remaining B2 bits are modulated
based on P-ary APSK modulation, where P = 2B2 . Thus, the
proposed modulation scheme is characterized by the parameter
set of (M,K,P). Furthermore, the resultant spectral efficiency
is formulated by

R =
1

τ

(⌊
log2

(
M

K

)⌋
+K log2 P

)
bits/s/Hz. (1)

The uth frame of our SIM symbols in the frequency domain
is represented by

su = [sTu,0, s
T
u,1, ..., s

T
u,N−1]

T ∈ CLM , (2)

where

su,l = [s
(0)
u,l , s

(1)
u,l , ..., s

(M−1)
u,l ]T ∈ CM (0 ≤ l < L). (3)

Furthermore, s(m)
u,l is the symbol modulated on the mth subcar-

rier in the lth group. The symbol block has to satisfy the energy
constraint of E[sHu su] = LMσ2

s , where σ2
s is the average

energy per symbol.

B. EVD-Based Precoding

In our scheme, the EVD-based precoding technique [9] is
invoked to attain the equivalent ICI-free parallel substreams
at the receiver. Let us define a matrix H ∈ CLM×LM , which

is composed of ICI components, originating due to the non-
orthogonality between subcarriers, introduced by reducing the
subcarrier-spacing in the proposed scheme. More specifically,
the kth-row and lth-column entry of H is expressed as

hk,l =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(t)g∗(−t)ej2π(l−k)Ftdt. (4)

Note that H satisfies the positive semi-definite property owing
to its Toeplitz structure. Hence, based on EVD, H is factorized
to H = QΛQT , where Λ = diag(λ0, λ1, ..., λLM−1) ∈
RLM×LM is a diagonal matrix containing LM eigenvalues
λi (0 ≤ i < LM), and Q ∈ RLM×LM is an orthonormal
matrix containing LM eigenvectors.

At the transmitter, the frequency-domain modulated sym-
bols su are precoded by QP, where P ∈ RLM×LM is a real-
valued diagonal matrix, called power-allocation (PA) matrix.
I.e., the precoded symbols of the uth frame in the frequency
domain are expressed as

xu = [xu,0, xu,1, ..., xu,N−1]
T ∈ CN×N (5)

= QPsu. (6)

Here, according to [9], the PA matrix P is given by

P = Λ− 1
2

= diag

(
1√
λ0

,
1√
λ1

, ...,
1√
λN−1

)
. (7)

As observed from (7), the eigenvalues λi, 0 ≤ i < N have
to be positive and sufficiently large to be tractable [9]. Also,
low eigenvalues tend to increase the effects of inter-frame
interference [24]. Hence, the τ value has to be set sufficiently
high to avoid these limitations.

Note that H is determined by the system parameters of the
subcarrier packing ratio τ and the subcarrier filters employed
at the transmitter. Hence, the EVD can be carried out offline
in advance of transmission.

C. Non-Orthogonal FDM Signaling

Having attained the discrete precoded symbols xu in the fre-
quency domain, now let us introduce the transmitted signals in
the continuous-time complex-valued baseband representation
as follows:

x(t) =

∞∑
u=−∞

N−1∑
v=0

xu,vgu,v(t), (8)

where gu,v(t) = g(t − uT )ej2πvtF is the basis pulse shape
which is obtained by appropriate time-frequency shifting of a
prototype transmit filter g(t) in the time-frequency lattice.

D. Detection Algorithm

At the receiver, the continuous-time signal at the output of
the AWGN channel is expressed as

r(t) = x(t) + n(t), (9)

where n(t) is a complex-valued white Gaussian random pro-
cess with a zero mean and a spectral density of N0. Based
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Figure 1. Block diagram of proposed precoded NOFDM-SIM scheme.

on the received signal r(t), the receiver carries out matched
filtering, sampling, ICI cancellation, and demodulation to
recover the transmitted bits. These steps are described as
follows.

1) Matched Filtering & Sampling: The received signal
is projected onto the basis pulse gu,v based on matched
filtering to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Then,
the matched-filtered signal is sampled. To be more specific,
the sampled symbol on the vfth subcarrier in the uth frame is
represented by

ru,v =

∞∑
m=−∞

N−1∑
n=0

xm,n∫ ∞

−∞
g(t−mT )g∗(t− uT )ej2π(n−v)tF dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

hm,n

+

∫ ∞

−∞
n(t)g∗(t− uT )e−j2πvtF dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

ηu,v

, (10)

where the third term ηu,v corresponds to the additive noise
component. From (10), the vectorial form of the samples
symbols are expressed as

ru = [ru,0, ru,1, ..., ru,N−1]
T ∈ CN (11)

= Hxu + ηu, (12)

where ηu = [ηu,0, · · · , ηu,N−1]
T . The noise samples ηu,v are

correlated and have the covariance of E[ηuη
H
u ] = N0H, which

is specific to SEFDM.

2) ICI Cancellation: Next, ICI-contaminated symbols (12)
are decomposed with the aid of EVD. By multiplying the
orthonormal matrix QH by the received samples V ecru, we
obtain

r†u = QHru (13)

= QHHxu +QHηu (14)

= QH QΛQH︸ ︷︷ ︸
H

QPsu︸ ︷︷ ︸
xu

+QHηu (15)

= ΛPsu +QHηu. (16)

Since Λ and P are diagonal matrices, the ICI effects are
eliminated in (16). Furthermore, the noise samples QHη in
(16) are uncorrelated with the diagonalized covariance matrix
of E[QHηηHQ] = N0Λ. As a consequence, the symbols r†u
correspond to N independent substreams with the scaling term
of ΛP and the uncorrelated additive term of QHη. Finally,
r†u are equalized with one-tap equalizer as follows

req = (ΛP)−1r†u. (17)

= su + (ΛP)−1QHη. (18)

3) Demodulation: Next, we introduce two types of demod-
ulators, i.e., the maximum likelihood (ML) detector and the
log-likelihood ratio (LLR) based low-complexity detector, for
our proposed NOFDM-SIM scheme.

3.1) ML Detection: The ML detector attains optimal de-
tection performance by performing an exhaustive joint search
on the legitimate SIM and APSK constellation. The equalized
symbols req are split into L sub-blocks rleq (0 ≤ l < L), each
containing M symbols, similar to the transmitter. Then, the
estimated information bits in the lth sub-block b̂l = (b̂l1, b̂

l
2)

is computed as follows:

b̂l = argmin
(bl

1,b
l
2)

∥∥∥rleq − su|(bl
1,b

l
2)

∥∥∥2 . (19)

Naturally, the complexity of ML detection is significantly high,
especially when the number of subcarriers M is high.

3.2) Low-Complexity LLR-Based Detection: To avoid the
high complexity imposed by exhaustive ML search, reduced-
complexity two-stage LLR-based detection is used to demod-
ulate the symbols in req , similar to that employed for OFDM-
SIM [25]. More specifically, the LLR of the mth symbol s(l)m

in the lth frame is given by

L(l)
m = ln

(∑P
i=1 P(s

(l)
m = si)|rm(l)

P(s(l)m = 0)|rm(l)

)
. (20)

At the first stage of LLR detection, an active index is estimated
by a high value of the corresponding LLR. For example, in
the case of IM parameters (M,K,P) = (4, 1, 4), the index
with the highest LLR value is detected as the activated index.
The symbol corresponding to the detected active index is
then demapped, according to the look-up table. At the second
stage, the APSK symbol of the estimated active symbol is



demodulated.
The LLR expression of (20) is further simplified for ease

of implementation. Firstly, note that
P∑
i=1

P(s(l)m = si) =
K

M
(21)

P(s(l)m = 0) =
M −K

M
. (22)

Then, by applying Bayes’ theorem to (20) and substituting
(21), (22) by (20), we arrive at

L(l)
m = ln

(
K

M −K

)
+

|r(l)m |2

N0

+ ln

(
P∑
i=1

exp
(
−|r(l)m − si|2

N0︸ ︷︷ ︸
zi

))

= ln

(
K

M −K

)
+

|r(l)m |2

N0
+ ln

(
P∑
i=1

exp(zi)

)
. (23)

Furthermore, the last term of (23) is simplified with max∗()
function [26], which is defined for BPSK modulation as
follows:

max∗(z1, z2) = ln(ez1 + ez2) (24)

= max(z1, z2) + ln
(
1 + e−|z1−z2|

)
. (25)

In general, for P−ary APSK modulation, we obtain [26]

max∗(z1, z2, ..., zP )=max∗(...max∗(max∗(z1, z2), z3)..., zP ).

III. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this section, we present our performance results to
evaluate the PAPR and BER performance of the proposed
precoded NOFDM-SIM scheme with and without PA for a
channel-uncoded scenario. Two benchmark schemes, i.e., the
OFDM with BPSK and the OFDM-SIM with QPSK, were
considered. The SIM parameters of (M,K) = (4, 1) were
employed for the OFDM-IM and the proposed schemes. A
root-raised cosine (RRC) shaping filter was used for OFDM-
SIM and the proposed scheme, while a rectangular pulse
was employed for OFDM. The number of subcarriers was
set to N = 103. For simplicity, we considered a single
frame transmission, hence ignoring the effects of inter-frame
interference. The PAPR [27], [28] represents the amplitude
fluctuations in the envelope signal of a multicarrier transmis-
sion. Fig. 2 compares the complementary cumulative distribu-
tion functions (CCDF) of the PAPR, where the transmission
rate is fixed to 1 bit per channel use. Subcarrier packing
ratio τ and roll-off factor β of the RRC shaping filter were
set to (τ, β) = (1, 0.5), (0.9, 0.5), (0.8, 0.5), (0.7, 0.5) in
order to maintain the positive-definiteness of H. Observe in
Fig. 2 that the proposed scheme exhibited a similar PAPR to
other benchmark schemes, regardless of the system parameters
employed. Hence, it was found that introducing the non-
orthogonality between subcarriers into OFDM-SIM does not

OFDM-BPSK

OFDM-SIM

Precoded SEFDM-SIM (   =0.9,   =0.5)

Precoded SEFDM-SIM (   =0.8,   =0.5)

Precoded SEFDM-SIM (   =0.7,   =0.5)

Precoded SEFDM-SIM (   =1.0,   =0.5)

Precoded SEFDM-SIM (   =0.9,   =0.5)

Precoded SEFDM-SIM (   =0.8,   =0.5)

Precoded SEFDM-SIM (   =0.7,   =0.5)

Precoded SEFDM-SIM (   =1.0,   =0.5)

C
C

D
F

 (
lo

g
 s

ca
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)

No PA

With PA
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Figure 2. CCDF of the PAPR in OFDM, OFDM-SIM and the proposed
scheme. The parameters of (τ, β) = (1, 0.5), (0.9, 0.5), (0.8, 0.5), and
(0.7, 0.5) were considered for the proposed scheme.

increase the PAPR.
Next, in Figs. 3 and 4, we present the BER results of

the proposed scheme with and without PA, respectively. ML
detection was employed at the receiver of each scheme.
Observed in Fig. 3 that the introduction of PA in the proposed
scheme allows us to accomplish perfect cancellation of the ICI
effects, hence exhibiting the same BER performance as that
of the classic OFDM free from ICI. This becomes possible
owing to the benefits of EVD-based diagonalization as well
as PA that enables the same received SNR at each subcarrier.
It was also found in Fig. 4 that the absence of PA imposes the
BER performance penalty on the proposed scheme over the
OFDM benchmark, which increased upon decreasing τ .

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel precoded NOFDM with
SIM to harness the combined benefits of NOFDM and SIM
to increase spectral efficiency. With the aid of EVD-based
precoding, the detrimental ICI effects induced due to non-
orthogonality among subcarriers are removed. Our numerical
results for the channel-uncoded scenario demonstrated that
the proposed scheme is capable of achieving the ideal BER
performance free from the ICI effects while attaining a higher
normalized throughput.
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